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HANDHELD – AN EXHIBITION BUILT TO TRAVEL 
 
 
FOUR artists, commissioned by Country Arts SA, have created artworks designed to fit inside a suitcase. The 
artworks are going on a journey in Handheld, an exhibition that brings together four South Australian artists to 
explore ideas about place, home and the journey. 
 
Nic Brown who grew up in Gawler and now resides in the Adelaide Hills, Lilly Buttrose formerly of Queensland 
now Parkside Adelaide, Brad Lay, formerly of Devonport, Tasmania now Adelaide, and Cathy Sarles, who grew up 
in Naracoorte and now lives in Mount Barker, were asked to respond to and explore ideas of home, travel and 
place and they have all chosen to do so in unique and varied ways. 
 
Brown went back to her family home, a farm near Naracoorte, and documented this journey and the sense of 
place it now invokes for her.  
 
“My home beneath the ground draws upon my family connection to the south-east of South Australia and a 
recent road trip during which I explored the region’s natural environment including the Naracoorte caves where 
my father and his siblings played as children,” she said. 
 
“My materials and techniques are specific to the domestic realm – antique light shades sourced from the region; 
patterned fabric suggestive of soft furnishings such as curtains and lounge suits; and the craft of knitting and 
beadwork typically regulated the home sphere.” 
 
Drawing on the natural environment around both their homes and further afield, Sarles and Buttrose are 
collectors, picking up bits of the environment and then using them to colour their artworks. But, despite their 
similarities, they each approach home from a different aspect, and ask their audiences to participate in their 
work, building their own ideas of home.  
 
Buttrose explains she is a tactile person. She uses a coiling technique with raffia used by Indigenous Australians. 
 
“It’s an interactive work,’ she said. “People can fill a ‘where they live’ and ‘where they’d like to go’ card which stay 
in the baskets for the duration of the exhibition.” 
 
Sarles scoured op-shops from Burra, Kapunda to the Flinders Ranges to find blankets which she dyed in plant 
material to make a series of little houses.  
 
“My grandmother did a lot of craft; she’d make 100 of something, never just one,” she said. “She wanted to make 
the ‘second best thing’ so she’d use calico or something like that because if it’s the best, it stays in the cupboard.” 
 
Lay chooses to turn his attention off-shore, reminding us of our relationship with the ocean, be it a close one 
borne out of the intimate knowledge that life along the coast can bring, or a distant memory of a place once 
visited while on holiday. His art is focused on the ocean and how people respond to and interact with it. 
 
“I like the idea that we are dependent upon it, yet at the same time it is an alien environment to most humans. 
Even those that live far inland are connected to it by the fact that oceanic evaporation results in the rain that 
sustains them,” he said. 
 
“The work I am presenting is like a miniature model of an oceanic ecosystem that includes human beings as in 
integral part of this ecosystem. It consists of a water filled suitcase, from which extends a fishing net that is 
connected to the walls and/or ceiling of the gallery. Laid throughout the base of the net are fish shaped fizzing 
bath bombs. Viewers are asked to pick up a fish, and drop it into the water filled suitcase.” 



 
Curator, Country Arts SA Visual Arts Coordinator Eleanor Scicchitano, wanted an exhibition that could travel with 
ease. 
 
“These artworks ask audiences and gallery staff to participate in their installation,” she said. “There are decisions 
that have had to be made at each venue, beyond the usual ‘what do I hang next to this?’ 
 
“In every place these works travel they will look a little different, worked on by members of the gallery team. 
These slight variations, decisions borne out of creative flair or necessity, will ensure that the exhibition is unique 
to its current place, each gallery leaving its own stamp on the works of art.” 
 
 

 
TOUR DETAILS: 
Barossa Regional Gallery 3 Basedow Rd, Tanunda 
14 April – 15 May 
Gallery open daily (except Tuesday) 11am – 4pm 
www.countryarts.org.au 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Media enquiries: Joy Lothian Joy.Lothian@countryarts.org.au or (08) 8444 0417 / 0423 828 035 
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